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Abstract Synesthesia is a fascinating phenomenon in
which a particular perception induces a concurrent per-
ception resulting in a kind of double perception. This
phenomenon has received considerable attraction in the last
15 years by neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists.
Here I will summarize and discuss some of the main
findings and ideas from this research. First, I will discuss
the main neurophysiological models trying to explain this
extraordinary phenomenon. Secondly, I will describe the
findings trying to delineate the time course of synesthetic
perception in relation to the associated neurophysiological
models. Finally, current findings reporting specific and
general neuroanatomical features of the synesthete’s brain
will be discussed. These findings will be integrated into the
current models about the neurophysiological underpinnings
of synesthesia.
Keywords Synesthesia  FMRI  SMRI  EEG  Models
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1 Introduction
Synesthesia is a rare perceptual phenomenon in which an
inducing stimulus (and the associated perception) elicits
concurrent perceptions. A recent study (Niccolai et al.
2012a) has shown that most of the synesthetes experience
more than one form of synesthesia (thus, they are multi-
synesthetes). In addition, most of the synesthetes demon-
strate ‘‘Multi-modal synesthesia’’, in which the inducer
perception and the concurrent perception belong to two
different sensory modalities, e.g., vision and auditory
modality). In arts synesthesia is often associated with a
more common form of simultaneous perception of multiple
stimuli generating a kind of ‘‘Gestalt’’experience. Many
famous artists have claimed to be synesthetes or others
have explained their extraordinary skills with synesthetic
abilities. In his book ‘‘The hidden sense: synesthesia in art
and science’’ Campen (2010) describes several artists who
used synesthesia as a kind of inspiration for their work. For
example the famous painters Kandinski (who claimed to be
a synesthete, although never proved) and Mondrian (who
also claimed to be a synesthete, although never proved)
experimented with color-tone-music associations during
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their paintings. However, in the light of modern neurosci-
ence and cognitive science, it is more a kind of conscious
and unconscious association between different senses.
Several famous musicians also explained their work on the
basis of synesthetic experiences (e.g., Scriabin and Mes-
siaen). On Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synes
thesia) several artists are listed as synesthetes among them
Arthur Rimbaud, Charles Baudelaire, Duke Ellington,
Vladimir Nabakov, or Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov to name
only a few. However, as mentioned above, there is no
scientific proof whether they are ‘‘true’’ synesthetes or
whether they are only subjects who are able to associate
different sensory modalities more efficiently than ordinary
people. On a scientific basis, synesthesia is currently
defined ‘‘as a neurological phenomenon in which stimula-
tion of one sensory or cognitive pathway leads to auto-
matic, involuntary experiences in a second sensory or
cognitive pathway’’ (Simner 2012). Associations (between
thoughts, perceptions, and memory contents) are, in con-
trast to synesthetic experiences, mostly conscious, rela-
tively slow, are deliberately evoked, and can be inhibited.
The term synesthesia was first used by the French
neurophysiologist Vulpian (1866). But the Swiss psychia-
trists Bleuler and Lehmann (1871) were the first to conduct
sophisticated investigations of this particular phenomenon.
Bleuler’s and Lehmann’s interests in synesthesia were
mainly driven by the goal of understanding hallucinatory
experiences especially in schizophrenia. A better under-
standing of the psychological, neurophysiological, and
neuroanatomical underpinnings of synesthesia itself failed
thereafter to attract research interest. But with the advent of
modern neurophysiological registration methods, a grow-
ing community of neuroscientists is engaged in the study-
ing of synesthesia (Rouw et al. 2011). An important
milestone was the first brain imaging study of Paulesu et al.
(1995) who used positron emission tomography to measure
hemodynamic responses in synesthetes during synesthetic
experiences. Several other studies followed using func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging to explore the hemo-
dynamic responses in synesthetes (Weiss et al. 2001, 2005;
Nunn et al. 2002; Elias et al. 2003; Hubbard et al. 2005;
van Leeuwen et al. 2010). In general, these studies show
that the concurrent perception is associated with hemody-
namic responses in brain areas that are normally involved
in processing the stimuli perceived during synesthetic
experience. Thus, in colored-hearing synesthetes, a tone
induces activations in the auditory cortex and in the fusi-
form color area.
Alongside these first brain imaging studies, event-rela-
ted potentials (ERP) are more and more used allowing the
delineation of the time course of neurophysiological acti-
vations associated with synesthetic experiences (Barnett
et al. 2008a, b; Beeli et al. 2008; Brang et al. 2008, 2010;
Cohen Kadosh et al. 2007; Gebuis et al. 2009; Goller et al.
2009; Niccolai et al. 2012b; Schiltz et al. 1999; Teuscher
et al. 2010). Based on these experiments, the neurophysi-
ological underpinnings of synesthesia may be described
and discussed in terms of three basically different neuro-
physiological models: (1) the two-stage cross-activation
and hyper-binding model (Hubbard 2007), (2) the disin-
hibited feedback model (Grossenbacher and Lovelace
2001), and (3) the limbic-mediation model (Cytowic and
Wood 1982a, b). I will briefly describe these models
because they make different predictions about the time
course of synesthetic experiences, the underlying neuro-
physiological processes and the associated neuroanatomi-
cal features.
2 Neurophysiological models
The cross-activation and hyper-binding model was pro-
posed on the basis of fMRI studies in grapheme-color sy-
nesthetes (Hubbard 2007). This model has been
conceptualized on the basis of the relatively frequently
occurring and examined grapheme-color synesthesia.
According to this model, the grapheme (posterior temporal
grapheme area: PTGA) and color processing brain areas
(V4) are thought to be aberrantly connected. A key idea
behind this is that cross-activation between these brain
areas occurs because of an abnormal excess of anatomical
connections between the grapheme and color processing
brain areas. This aberrant connectivity should result in
strong co-activation of these areas during grapheme pro-
cessing under the control of networks located in the
vicinity of the intraparietal sulcus (the latter process
resulting in hyper-binding). This model has received some
support, specifically for experience of auditory-color syn-
esthesia (e.g., Ja¨ncke and Langer 2011).
The disinhibited feedback model is based on studies
demonstrating specific forms of acquired and congenital
synesthesias rather than on data from brain imaging studies
(Grossenbacher and Lovelace 2001). The disinhibited
feedback model (also basing on ideas mainly motivated by
grapheme-color synesthesias) diverges from the cross-
activation and hyper-binding model in that it posits normal
connectivity patterns in synesthetes. It also suggests that
synesthesia results from disinhibited feedback from higher-
level cortical areas in the visual processing hierarchy. This
loss of top-down inhibition should cause a kind of over-
activation of the subordinate brain areas. A hybrid model,
the so-called re-entrant processing model, shares with the
cross-activation model the notion of hyper-connectivity
between form and color processing areas in the fusiform
area, and suggests, like the disinhibited feedback model,
that synesthetic colors require feedback of neural activity
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that originates in higher-level areas (e.g., anterior inferior
temporal and posterior inferior temporal) to V4 (Smilek
et al. 2001).
The limbic-mediation hypothesis, first proposed by
Cytowic and Wood (1982a, b) which is mainly based on
theoretical reflections and not on empirical data, proposes
that synesthesia is mediated by the limbic system (and
especially the hippocampus), on which multiple sensory
signals converge. According to this hypothesis, synesthetes
should have more connective fibers leading from the limbic
system to the neocortex. Based on this limbic-neocortex
hyper-connectivity, Cytowic and Wood propose that sy-
nesthetes are more aware or conscious of functional cross-
modal couplings. Thus, the notion of a kind of enhanced
cross-modal coupling is pivotal to this theory. Interest-
ingly, this model does not make any assumptions about the
time course of synesthetic experiences and the associated
neurophysiological activations.
Different predictions can be drawn from these models
about the timing of neural activations. On the basis of the
cross-activation and hyper-binding model, there should be
a particular time lag between the processing of the inducing
stimulus (the inducer) and the concurrent perception. Thus,
the neurophysiological activation of the brain areas asso-
ciated with processing of the concurrent perception should
follow with a significant delay the activation of the brain
areas associated with the processing of the inducing stim-
ulus. The cross-activation and hyper-binding model also
suggests increased local connectivity and predicts the
activation of V4 during the initial sweep of activity in the
posterior temporal grapheme areas (PTGA) (Ramachan-
dran and Hubbard 2001). Activation of V4 and PTGA
should therefore occur more or less simultaneously. The
limbic-mediation hypothesis does not make any assump-
tions about the timing of the neurophysiological processes.
However, since the limbic system and the neocortex are
strongly interconnected and the limbic system is involved
in simple and complex cognitive and sensory processes fast
and slow processes are possible. Thus, even when hyper-
connectivity between limbic and neocortical systems
would exist, activation time lags between the involved
brain areas are possible but not necessary. In terms of the
hypothesized anatomical features one would anticipate that
synesthetes should show stronger anatomical connectivity
between those brain areas, which are involved in synes-
thetic experiences. In addition, the brain areas involved in
synesthetic experiences should show some particular ana-
tomical features, which are associated with superior pro-
cessing (e.g., increased gray matter density or changed
cortical thickness).
Although these models are used as starting points for
many current neurophysiological and psychological studies
on synesthesia, it has to be kept in mind that these models
have mainly been motivated by the frequently occurring
grapheme-color synesthesia. Whether these models are also
useful to explain the neural underpinnings of other forms of
synesthesia has to be shown.
While the neural underpinnings of synesthesia are cur-
rently studied quite intensively, it is more or less unknown
whether synesthesia is genetically determined, due to some
kind of unknown specific maturation processes, or due to
neurological disturbances. Until now there is no definitive
prove for a genetic origin of synesthesia. However, there is
strong evidence that synesthesia tends to run in families, as
approximately 40 % of synesthetes report a first-degree
relative with the condition (Baron-Cohen et al. 1996;
Barnett et al. 2008a, b). In at least one confirmed instance,
synesthesia is present in only one monozygotic twin
(Smilek et al. 2002, 2005). In their recent theoretical paper
about the possible genetic origin of synesthesia Brang and
Ramachandran (2011) suggest on the basis of a pedigree
analysis of synesthesia high transmissibility from parent to
offspring. Although the genetic origin has not been proven
so far, Brang and Ramachandran (2011) argue that synes-
thesia is a highly heritable phenomenon, which is associ-
ated with numerous cognitive benefits, which might be the
reason why this condition has survived evolutionary
pressures.
3 Time course of activation in synesthetes
The analysis of the time course of neurophysiological
activations during synesthetic experience offers the
opportunity to directly test some of the assumptions asso-
ciated with the three above-mentioned models. In this
context, it can be tested whether synesthetic experiences
are driven by early perceptual (bottom-up) or later more
cognitive processing steps (top-down), or even by an
interaction of these earlier and later processes.
EEG and magnetencephalographic (MEG) methods
have been used to delineate the time course of neuro-
physiological activation during synesthetic perceptions
because they allow the measurement of cortical activations
on a millisecond basis. Two types of studies have thus far
used these techniques in synesthesia research: the first used
measures of evoked potentials time-locked to the inducing
stimuli (Schiltz et al. 1999; Goller et al. 2009; Brang et al.
2008, 2010; Beeli et al. 2008; Ja¨ncke et al. 2012; Volberg
et al. 2013; Sinke et al. 2014), which have been either
visual (e.g., graphemes for grapheme-color synesthetes) or
auditory stimuli (tones or words for auditory-color graph-
emes), and the second type used priming techniques and
measured higher-order cognitive processes in the context
of synesthetic experience (Gebuis et al. 2009; Niccolai
et al. 2012b).
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Most of these studies have shown that synesthetes
demonstrate different neurophysiological reactions quite
early in the processing stream happening around
80–150 ms after presentation of the inducer. The neuro-
physiological differences even extend into later processing
stages up to 300–400 ms after stimulus presentation. Thus,
synesthetes obviously process inducers differently for a
quite long time but the differences appear quite early at
processing stages during which conscious processing is not
likely. A typical example of these studies is a recent study
by our group (Ja¨ncke et al. 2012). In this study, we used a
mismatch negativity (MMN) paradigm to examine pre-
attentive mechanisms in the context of tone-color synes-
thetic perceptions. In the context of this MMN paradigm,
the subjects were exposed to tones of different frequencies
while they watched a silent black and white movie in the
forefront. The tones are presented in the background in
rapid succession most of the tones are similar in terms of
frequency (the standards) while some few deviate from the
standard in terms of frequency (the deviants). In the con-
text of this paradigm, the event-related potentials (ERPs) to
the standards and deviants are subtracted to obtain the
difference ERP, which shows the MMN a negative going
wave 100–150 ms after stimulus onset. The amplitude of
this MMN is larger the better the subjects are able to pre-
attentively discriminate standards and deviants. Synes-
thetes consistently showed larger MMN responses than
non-synesthetes. Thus, they obviously discriminate pre-
attentively tones much more efficiently than non-synes-
thetes. The intracerebral sources of this MMN were spa-
tially widespread in the synesthetes comprising bilaterally
the entire perisylvian brain region (with the primary and
secondary auditory cortex) extending into the inferior
parietal cortex as well as the inferior temporal cortex. In
non-synesthetes, there was only a relatively focal intrace-
rebral source in perisylvian brain areas being slightly larger
in the right hemisphere. Taken together during tone pre-
sentation several brain regions are simultaneously activated
in synesthetes even when they do not actively and atten-
tively listen to these tones. Thus, 100–150 ms after tone
presentation, we identified a distributed network, which
was differently activated in these tone-color synesthetes
compared to non-synesthetes. This network comprises
brain areas, which have previously been identified to be
involved in synesthetic experiences, like the parietal and
the extra-striate cortex. Furthermore, since a major source
of the MMN was estimated in the auditory cortex (primary
and secondary areas), it is possible that the coupling
between auditory and visual experiences is driven by brain
activity originating from the auditory-related cortex.
Beside these strong differences for the MMN, we also
identified strong P3a responses at frontal brain areas for the
synesthetes. The larger P3a component indicates that the
bottom-up attention network is stronger activated in sy-
nesthetes. We interpret these findings as a neurophysio-
logical indicator of a more efficient and stronger
reorienting of attention to the tone stimuli. The intracere-
bral sources of the P3a are located in the left-sided pos-
terior superior and middle temporal gyrus, and at the
posterior end of the superior temporal sulcus in the vicinity
of the temporoparietal junction. In addition, we observed a
spot of stronger current density in the right-sided inferior
parietal cortex in CH synesthetes. These brain regions are
known to be engaged in the perception of complex sounds
(Oechslin et al. 2010), audiovisual processing of speech
stimuli, and audiovisual integration in general (Bunzeck
et al. 2005; Ja¨ncke and Shah 2004; Proverbio et al. 2011;
Schiltz et al. 1999).
A more recent study showed that synesthetic experi-
ences are associated with short- and long-range functional
connectivities (Volberg et al. 2013) also supporting the
idea that early and late cognitive processes are involved in
generating and controlling synesthesia. The authors of this
study used high-density EEG and measured neural syn-
chrony in a sample of grapheme-color synesthetes that
were presented with color-inducing versus non-color-
inducing graphemes. They detected a decrease in the
number of long-range couplings and a concurrent increase
of short-range phase-locking. They argue that the early and
local increases of neural synchrony support the idea of an
early cross-wiring between brain areas associated with the
generation of synesthesia. The later and broader pattern of
neural synchrony is in favor of the idea that synesthetic
color sensations rely on vertical long-range communica-
tion, which may indicate a kind of reduced inhibition in
processing stages, which integrate different information
coming from different modalities. These results nicely fit to
findings demonstrating that the brain of synesthetes dem-
onstrates a different functional connectivity even at resting
state, with stronger connectivity in brain areas involved in
local and distant processing of synesthetic experiences
(Ja¨ncke and Langer 2011). Several further ERP and
behavioral studies also supported the view that synesthetic
experiences are controlled by an interaction between early
(more perceptual) and later (more cognitive) processes
(Gebuis et al. 2009; Brang et al. 2008; Cohen Kadosh et al.
2007; Teuscher et al. 2010; Niccolai et al. 2012b).
Thus, these studies demonstrate that neurophysiological
interactions occur between different processing stages in
synesthetes. This idea fits well with studies examining
whether bidirectional influences can be found during syn-
esthetic experiences. Synesthesia is mostly described as
unidirectional with a particular inducer triggering a par-
ticular concurrent perception. However, the concurrent
does not trigger the experience of its inducer. Several
behavioral studies have challenged this view by
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demonstrating back-and-forth associations between inducer
and concurrent perceptions for digits and colors as well as
graphemes and colors (Knoch et al. 2005; Meier and Ro-
then 2007; Weiss et al. 2009). These findings are consistent
with earlier suggestions proposing that perceptual and
cognitive mechanism are involved in synesthesia (Rama-
chandran and Hubbard 2001; Smilek et al. 2002). Rama-
chandran and Hubbard distinguished ‘‘higher’’ synesthetes’
from ‘‘lower’’ synesthetes while Smilek and Dixon have
used the terms ‘‘projectors’’ and ‘‘associators’’. In higher/
associators synesthetes, the concept of the inducer is
thought to be critical for eliciting synesthetic experiences
while in lower/projectors synesthetic experiences are more
strongly driven by perceptual bottom-up processes. Whe-
ther these different processing strategies are active within
all synesthetes or whether these processing strategies are
more or less simultaneously used in all synesthetes has to
be shown in future experiments.
4 Neuroanatomy of the synesthete’s brain
With the advent of modern brain imaging techniques sev-
eral studies have been conducted so far examining the
specific features of the synesthetes brain. Using functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI and PET) techniques it
has been shown that the sensory brain areas corresponding
to the type of synesthetic experience are activated. Thus,
synesthetic color experiences for example evoked by
graphemes) can activate color region in the occipito-tem-
poral cortex, but this activation is not restricted to V4.
However, the activations even go beyond that as it has been
shown that a network of brain areas is involved the control
of synesthesia (Rouw et al. 2011; Ja¨ncke and Langer
2011).1 Several brain regions have been shown to be piv-
otal for synesthetic experience among them are sensory and
motor regions as well as so-called ‘‘higher-level’’ regions
in the parietal and frontal lobe. These ‘‘higher-level’’ brain
areas are most likely related to three different cognitive
processes inherently part of synesthesia: the sensory pro-
cesses (with the sensory areas), the attentional processes
especially controlling the binding process (within the
parietal lobe), and the cognitive processes (controlled by
frontal brain regions). Most interestingly, these brain areas
mostly demonstrate some kind of specific anatomical fea-
tures as measured with structural MRI (sMRI). For exam-
ple, the color areas or the areas in the vicinity of V4 often
demonstrate larger gray matter density. In addition, parietal
brain areas (especially the intraparietal sulcus: IPS) have
repeatedly been identified as brain areas with increased
gray matter density in synesthetes. Some papers have also
identified specific anatomical features in frontal brain
areas. Thus, those brain areas, which are strongly involved
in generating and controlling the synesthetic experiences,
are anatomically different compared to non-synesthetes.
Only few studies have used diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
to measure and reconstruct the fibers connecting the dif-
ferent brain areas. These few studies have shown that there
are also some kinds of specific interconnections between he
above-mentioned involved brain areas.
Zamm and colleagues (Zamm et al. 2013; Neufeld et al.
2012) reported stronger anatomical connections between
visual and auditory areas as indexed by DTI measures in
colored-hearing synesthetes. Especially the inferior fronto-
occipital fasciculus (IFOF) on the right was larger in col-
ored-hearing synesthetes than in controls. Using fMRI and
functional connectivity measures measured during a dou-
ble-flash illusion2 Neufeld and colleagues (Neufeld et al.
2012) revealed no generally enhanced functional coupling
between auditory and visual areas in synesthetes of the
same type. They identified, however, an increased coupling
between the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) and the auditory
cortex, which they interpret as indicator of a stronger dis-
inhibition of the auditory cortex from the IPL. However,
whether this stronger coupling from the IPL to the auditory
cortex indicated stronger inhibition has to be confirmed in
future studies. It is also possible that this coupling indicates
an intimate functional relationship between the IPL and the
auditory cortex supporting binding and thus multimodal
integration processes since the IPL has been shown to be
strongly involved in these processes. These studies
emphasize the role of the functional and anatomical cou-
pling between distant brain areas in synesthesia. An
extreme position, in this context, has been offered by Hupe
et al. (2011). They identified rather distributed specific
anatomic features outside the color areas. Especially the
retrosplenial area turned out to demonstrate more white
matter (WM) in grapheme-color synesthetes. Thus, they
conclude that ‘‘the joint coding of real and synesthetic
colors must, therefore, be distributed rather than localized
in the visual cortex’’.
A recent paper of our group emphasizes the specific role
of anatomical network features in the synesthete’s brain
(Hanggi et al. 2011). Using cortical thickness measures
obtained from structural MRI measurements of the brain of
synesthetes, we estimated to cortical connectivity on the
1 In the Rouw et al. (2011) review fMRI and sMRI papers are
reviewed exploring the neural underpinnings of synesthetic experi-
ences. I refrain from discussing all papers individually since they are
mostly summarized in this review. I will only explicitly mention those
fMRI and sMRI studies, which have been published since then.
2 This illusion is induced by a single light flash presented together
with multiple beep sounds, which is then perceived as multiple
flashes. This illusion is a helpful technique to study audio-visual
integration.
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basis of graph-theoretical techniques. As a result, we
identified that synesthetes (here we studied grapheme-color
synesthetes) showed increased whole-brain interconnec-
tivity compared to non-synesthetes. Thus not only the brain
areas known to be involved in controlling synesthetic
experiences are strongly interconnected but also other brain
which have not been identified as being specific for syn-
esthetic experiences. Based on these findings, we assume
that the synesthetic brain is characterized by a kind of over-
connectivity.
In a previous paper, we identified a kind of focal over-
connectivity for our famous synesthetes E.S. who is a tone-
interval taste synesthetes (Hanggi et al. 2008). She expe-
riences particular tastes on the tongue when listening to
particular tone intervals. This extraordinary synesthesia is
related to a kind of over-connectivity in the auditory cortex
extending into the insula. This over-connectivity can pos-
sibly the reason why E.S. experiences tastes as a conse-
quence of listening to tone intervals because the auditory
cortex is so strongly and tightly connected with the insula
housing neural networks known to be involved in taste
perception.
Taken together, the brain of synesthetes demonstrates
lots of anatomical and functional differences compared to
non-synesthetes. These differences support the idea of a
highly individual brain where specific abilities are linked to
specific anatomical and functional features.
5 Summary and conclusion
Synesthesia is a fascinating phenomenon, which now
attracts many neuroscientists and cognitive psychologists
all over the world. The recent research within the last
10–15 years has uncovered several interesting findings
increasing the understanding of synesthetic experiences.
Currently, three models are used to explain synesthesia: (1)
the two-stage cross-activation and hyper-binding model,
(2) the disinhibited feedback model, and (3) the limbic-
mediation model. Which of these models sufficiently
explain synesthesia has to be shown in future experiments.
However, several neurophysiological studies provide sup-
port for at least two of these models (the cross-activation
and hyper-binding as well as the disinhibited feedback
model). An interesting issue of modern synesthesia
research is that synesthesia is most likely due to different
psychological processes, which might interact. These dif-
ferent processes might also be helpful to explain inter-
individual differences between synesthetes, e.g., those who
rely more strongly on different perceptual (or bottom-up)
processes and those who rely more strongly on cognitive
(top-down) processes (following the distinction in ‘‘lower’’
and ‘‘higher’’ synesthetes).
While earlier neuroscience studies have focused more
on local anatomical and neurophysiological features of the
brain areas involved in processing the synesthetic experi-
ence, there is currently a shift to a more network-oriented
approach to explain the neural underpinnings of the inter-
esting phenomenon. These new studies have also refocused
the interest into the dynamic functional coupling between
the involved neural assemblies.
There is also a growing interest to examine whether
synesthesia is associated with benefits in cognitive pro-
cessing. More and more studies demonstrate that synes-
thesia is indeed associated with cognitive benefits. For
example, it has been shown that synesthetes use their
unusual experience as mnemonic device, are superior in
long-term memory, and demonstrate a different cognitive
style (Watson et al. 2014; Meier and Rothen 2013).
A further interesting question is whether synesthesia is
genetically driven and a kind of trait endowing only a few
subjects to perceive the world in the synesthetic specific
way or whether it could be learned or at least modified by
experience. Some studies indeed support the idea that
synesthesia is at least partly influenced by experience. For
example Beeli et al. (2007) showed that the concurrent
color perceptions in grapheme-color synesthetes are related
to the frequency of occurrence of the graphemes in the
lexicon. That experience must have a substantial influence
on synesthetic experiences has also been implicated by
Beeli et al. report of a tone interval to taste synesthete
(2005). This synesthete reports particular taste perceptions
to the perceptions of particular tone intervals. Since this
synesthete learned the tone intervals when she started
musical practice at the age of 5–6 years this form of syn-
esthesia has most likely been influenced by musical prac-
tice. For future studies, it would be fascinating to examine
whether synesthetic experiences can be established in
adulthood even in subjects who never have experienced
synesthesias before. In this context, it would also be
interesting to study whether an acquired synesthesia might
influence the personality, attitudes, or even interests of
these subjects.
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